Location

Room Types

Furniture Lines Used

Fort Collins, Colorado

Open Plan, Enclosed Offices,

Hum. Minds at Work®, Xsite®,

Lounge, Ancillary Space, Teaming,

Fluent®, Aspire®, Villa™, Pose™

Training, and Conference Areas

Scenario™, Delano™, Hero™,

Industry

Square Footage

Skye®, Conference, Fit™, Event®,

Corporate

45,000

Solutions, Bingo®, Carrington™

OtterBox Headquarters

Challenge
To gain a campus-like feel, OtterBox moved its headquarters into a larger building that would bring together twice as many employees than its previous
office. Along with the new space, Otterbox was developing a brand look and feel that would be evident throughout their environment. Products and
furnishings needed to coincide with this look, but also be flexible to accommodate growth and change for the quickly developing company. Designer
Dawn Oglesby stated, “The owners started realizing that the workplace is an important incentive to bring on top talent and increase productivity.”

OtterBox chose an existing, outdated building to renovate into their new home. The architect and designer were challenged with the task of adding to
the building without disturbing the mature trees that surrounded it. The design needed to utilize the space efficiently, yet also keep continuity and aid
collaboration between the different departments. By spending time researching and observing Otterbox employees in their previous office, Oglesby
Design LLC was able to fully understand and integrate their findings into the new office. The intent was to create an inspiring and exciting space that
would shape the creative and innovative spirit of all who entered.

Challenge

Breadth of Line
To replace a mix of used and inherited furniture from
previously leased spaces, OtterBox and Oglesby Design
were looking for a manufacturer that possessed the
breadth of line to outfit their entire space. They needed
furniture that would occupy office spaces, open plan,
conference and training rooms with a harmonious
design aesthetic.

Flexibility
Because of constant growth and change, the space that
OtterBox inhabits needs to adapt with the needs of the
organization. The furniture also must have the capability
to modify and support a variety of personnel and tasks.

Sustainable furniture
As an organization, OtterBox holds a strong commitment
to environmental responsibility. They designed their
building to be LEED® Certified, and selected sustainable
furniture as well.

Appeal
As the employee demographic becomes more diverse,
OtterBox wanted a space that would appeal to everyone.
They wanted to make sure that they could attract and
retain valuable team members.

Challenge

Solution
Kimball Office was able to meet OtterBox’s needs with a broad range of relevant furniture solutions to meet each department’s specific needs. A mix
of Hum. Minds at Work. and Xsite stations create functional open office environments to support multiple workstyles. Villa, Delano, and Fit fill ancillary
spaces for fun and relaxing lounge areas. Team spaces and conference rooms utilize foldable Aspire tables, Scenario tables, and Conferencing
Solutions tables. Perfect for training areas, Scenario tables and stackable Event chairs on casters allow flexibility to create a variety of arrangements.
Traxx and tiles were used extensively throughout the facility in private offices, training, conference and break out rooms. With the help of our diverse
finish options and flexibility in finish application, the spaces blend together to create a dominate brand aesthetic. Oglesby said, “We spent many hours
discussing not only how the furniture would work in the space, but also how can we make it better! Since Kimball is so flexible and has so many options,
it promoted our creativity!”

Result
The unique, innovative design reflects the founders’ ideas about what it means to work. Oglesby Design LLC was successful in providing flexibility,
enhancing productivity, encouraging collaboration, and creating an inspiring space. “I love going to the different buildings and spaces and seeing how the
Otters are using the space. They look happy, inspired, comfortable and excited to be there. They have taken their work spaces and made it their own...
made it fit their personality and how they work.” Dawn Oglesby.

Dawn Oglesby
President
Oglesby Design LLC

Solution

